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About us
Wisskirchen is a highly professional air cargo logistics
company with its major offices nearby Europe‘s largest
air cargo airports – Frankfurt am Main – one of the most
important hubs in global air traffic.
Since the founding of Wisskirchen Logistics 2002 by
the two chief executives Süleyman Demirci and Oliver
Hellwig, the company has impressed its clients through
its high quality services and its great know-how in air
cargo handling. As a neutral service provider for airports, airlines and cargo logistics, the company annually
handles more than 400,000 tons of air cargo at locations
in Frankfurt am Main, Munich and Cologne and employs more than 400 employees there successfully.

STRONG PARTNERSHIPS

ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD

GROWTH REQUIRES MANPOWER

In order to keep up with the complex requirements
in the field and the increasing demand for integrated
logistics services, we are active in the framework of
work contracts and successful partnerships in Cargo City
North and South at the Frankfurt airport for well-known
companies. We accept parts of and the complete process of physical air cargo handling in import and export,
from planning to contract drafting to the concrete implementation and the investments in the necessary
equipment.

Thanks to our qualified and constantly trained personnel, we assure rapid, precise and individual solutions in
the build-up and expansion of air cargo loading units
as well as in the documentation in cargo handling.
With our own customer-specific, customised Cargo
IT system (incl. barcoding and scanning) and with ITsupported controlling tools, we also achieve an optimum of productivity and economic efficiency – in the
handling of cargo and in deployment of personnel.

The rapid growth in air cargo traffic generates at the
same time a high need for professional personnel
because qualitative air cargo handling requires experience, competence and reliability. With the founding of
Wisskirchen Management Consulting 2005 in Frankfurt
and Airlog Solutions 2008 in Munich, we have therefore specialised on the development and supervision of
personnel solutions. As a personnel service provider, we
possess an open-ended temporary employee placement services and will provide you with qualified,
highly motivated temporary personnel (management,
specialists and assistants) in both the mercantile and
commercial field.
Ready for take-off? With us you land successes!

all of the processes in the logistics chain – starting with
acceptance of a consignment, to ULD-composition all
the way to air-side supply – can be accelerated and
made more effective.
Our intelligent staff planning is supported by a computerized Daily Report System for a demand-oriented,
optimal use of the workforce. Thus we always have the
exact number of “right” staff in use, so we are improving our productivity and ensure that there can be no
qualitative or quantitative staff shortages.
Our operating quality management provides the
continued adaptation and optimization of the entire
operations of our air cargo handling, thus ensuring that
the quality will improve steadily.
WISSKIRCHEN CARGO LOGISTICS GMBH

Wisskirchen
The Company Group
WISSKIRCHEN LOGISTICS GMBH

WISSKIRCHEN HANDLING SERVICES GMBH

Wisskirchen Logistics is your experienced partner in cargo handling in air transport. The company was founded
in Cologne in 2002 and is headquartered there. In the
course of the company’s growth, there is now another
major corporate office near the airport Frankfurt am
Main – the axis and hub of European Air Cargo traffic.
From here, all strategic and administrative tasks in
the corporate group are steered and administrated,
and decisions affecting all companies in the group are
made.

In the framework of a comprehensive work contract
we with Wisskirchen Handling Services have been commissioned since 2005 with the complete physical air
cargo handling in import and export for our customer
Worldwide Flight Services GmbH at the Frankfurt am
Main airport in Cargo City South.
Because air cargo logistics is our passion and we don’t
just want to have satisfied customers, but enthusiastic
ones, we were the first company to develop a customer-specific, customised Cargo IT System with which

With more than 150 employees, Wisskirchen Cargo
Logistics is commissioned by the biggest German air
cargo carrier in the Cargo City Nord of the airport
Frankfurt am Main with the systematic handling of air
cargo units in import and export.
The highest quality standard and performance,
driven by a constant search for perfection, characterises
our work here. Thanks to close contact and regular exchanges with our customers, we provide for constant
improvement and increasing flexibility of processes and
optimal implementation. And that with pinpoint precision!
WISSKIRCHEN MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING GMBH
The rapid growth in the air cargo sector simultaneously
generates a high need for trained specialists. The fluctuations and complex demands in air cargo traffic often
lead to short-term decisions and bottlenecks that have
to be covered with professionally competent employees from outside. By bringing Wisskirchen Management

Consulting on-board in time, you avoid high losses in
efficiency and costs and remain flexible in competition.
As the personnel services provider for the group, we
are your reliable partner in developing and maintaining personnel solutions, in coping with short-term personnel shortages, special projects or the outsourcing of
whole work divisions. For our partners and customers,
we supervise and place personnel all over the airports
in Frankfurt am Main and Cologne/Bonn.
AIRLOG SOLUTIONS GMBH
Personal support for our customers is very important to
us. In order to guarantee that we will provide individual, tailored support instead of “off the rack” support,
in spite of the great demand, we have been active at the
Munich airport with the personnel services company
AirLog Solutions since 2008. Here we provide Swissport
Losch and Cargogate with personnel in the areas of cargo handling and ground handling services and beyond
– depending on the individual request – employees in
the areas of management, professional specialists and
administration.

What We Believe In

Wisskirchen – the name stands for high professionalism
and outstanding services. The years of success for our
company are based on shared values that determine
our daily conduct. Visions of the future drive us to find
new paths and innovative concepts and provide for sustainable development and constant growth in our company. Promoting and rewarding performance is an
important part of our philosophy.

EMPLOYEES PHILOSOPHY

CUSTOMER PHILOSOPHY

Thanks to an employee-oriented management style
and the practice of rewarding services rendered, we
generate motivation and conscientiousness and an
enhanced sense of identification, which motivates
people to devote themselves to the company’s success,
to master new challenges creatively and to implement
the goals we aim at pragmatically. The communication
between executive management and employees is characterised by courtesy and trust. Gratitude and recognition are the basis for successful collaboration. We
create space in which the specific needs can unfold and
promote continuing education courses and qualification of management personnel.

We work very passionately on behalf of our customers
and partners. This is the only way to guarantee the
highest possible level of quality. Achieving perfection
in every part of our supply chain is one of our most important principles. For that reason, our services are also
always future-oriented. With the very newest technology and comprehensive quality management, we pursue orders and commissions with passion, dynamism
and tenacity – with the very highest goal:
We make our customers successful!

Our Services
PERSONNEL PLACEMENT/
PLACEMENT OF TEMPORARY PERSONNEL
Placement of Temporary Personnel
As a licensed personnel services provider, we have
open-ended temporary personnel placement and provide qualified, professional personnel (management,
professional and administrative personnel) on a temporary basis.
Identifying Goals
For the last 10 years nothing has taken the place of the
personal conversation. For this reason we are quite
pleased to consult with you on-site. At the end of our
consultation we will provide you with a customised recommended solution in order to correspond to your
desires and demands in the highest possible degree.
Thanks to our solution-oriented approach, we can react
promptly and with flexibility and are your reliable partner when you have need of additional personnel – both
in the business and commercial area.
Personnel Placement
Use our know-how and our experience. We do the personnel hiring and selection for you and select suitable
applicants for the positions you need filled. This keeps
you from expending valuable working hours on timeconsuming personnel selection and maintains your flexibility for rapid decision-making.
Qualified Personnel
The professional competencies of the employee are the
decisive factor in selecting personnel. For this reason
we only place qualified and trained personnel who
have proven themselves in past assignments. In close
collaboration with our training partner ATS Aviation-

Training-Solutions, our employees receive special training courses in the fields of dangerous goods and air
security, along with practical personnel training in all
fields of professional air cargo handling. That’s how we
provide for the long-term success of our customers.
Personnel Pool
Drawing from our extensive pool of personnel, we will
be glad to provide you qualified professional personnel, from A to Z:
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

COMMERCIAL AREA

Personnel and sales dispatcher
Air cargo documents manager
Air cargo clerk
Data entry typist
Clerk
Office manager
Bookkeeper
Controller
Assistant
Secretary/Receptionist

Logistics
Air cargo handler
Air cargo pallet stacker
Driver – various classes
Forklift driver
Warehouse management specialist
Warehouse assistant
Commercial cargo packer
Dispatcher and scanner
Ramp-agent
Workplace safety specialist
Safety officer
Skilled trades
Locksmith
Painter
Varnisher
Metal worker
Roofer
HVAC technician
Industry
Energy and building systems technician
Vehicle body construction technician
Vehicle-mechanic/mecha-tronic technician
Mechanic

OUTSOURCING/WORK CONTRACT
In comprehensive work or service contracts, we offer
you the option of outsourcing parts of or the entire physical and documentary portions of air cargo handling
to us. For years we have been successful in prompt completion of assignments in handling air cargo units for
well-known airlines and air cargo companies.
Experienced Personnel
Professional handling in the field of air cargo palleting
(build-up) and air cargo de-palleting (break-down) by
experienced and trained personnel who can be flexibly
assigned for the respective requirements of the customer establishes the basis for successful collaboration.
With our extensive pool of personal we cover the entire
range of professions and qualifications in handling air
cargo.
Own Machine Pool
In the framework of a partnership arrangement, we
will be glad to provide our own equipment. Quality is
very important to us. For that reason we use machines
from reputable manufacturers such as Linde and Still.

TECHNOLOGY THAT IMPRESSES
WISS Wisskirchen Import Scanning System
We offer our customers intelligent service solutions for
air cargo handling through the support of an own
cargo IT program. WISS improves and accelerates the
quality of handling in cargo processing through immediate availability and electronic data sharing.

ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
Advantages of WISS:
■ Written processes are eliminated
■ The progress of every shipment
can be tracked (track & trace)
■ Incorrect warehouse transfers are considerably
reduced
■ Transport processing of ULDs from the
Neutral Freight transition point to the
transfer hub to pick-up is accelerated
■ Errors can be precisely traced and corrective
measures initiated
■ Easy handling thanks to clear, secure screen masks

Increase Productivity with the
DAILY REPORT SYSTEM® of Wisskirchen
Our comprehensive quality management system is supported by an IT-supported controlling tool which enables us to measure productivity in close to real time.
This makes it possible to adjust the needed work output to the work demand effectively and rapidly. Productivity per man is largely increased and constantly
assured during fluctuations in demand.

The DAILY REPORT SYSTEM® developed by
Wisskirchen can be used specifically for:
■ Personnel management/personnel database
■ Generating shift schedules and calculating
shift schedule costs
■ Preparation for salary billing
■ Calculating productivity figures
■ Recording incoming billing statements
■ Recording and managing supplier contracts/
contingent liabilities
■ Day-by-day reporting system based on EBIT
for commercial controlling

We’ll handle it for you!
Our specialists will act as an outsourced human resources
departments taking over all personnel management
for flex-time employees. In that we control all processes
in the areas of temporary personnel placement and personnel placement from a single position, we can cover
your need for personnel based on your wishes at any
time. On-site we provide for precise staffing of open
positions and smooth employee integration. This takes
the pressure off of your HR department and creates
greater flexibility and quality.

LOGISTICS CONSULTING
We have years of experience and accumulated expertise in the air cargo logistics sector and can therefore
offer our customers qualified and comprehensive consulting services concerning all aspects of air cargo logistics. There are various causes for inefficiencies and
unnecessary capital commitments. Through critical and
systematic review of all inter-operational processes,
which are in turn based on comprehensive analyses, we
identify potential sales and/or existing capacities by
drafting a strengths/weaknesses profile. In order to insure the implementation of new procedure and process

structures for the effective use of existing potentials,
we put an experienced cargo manager on-site who
coordinates and implements the necessary changes in
the areas of material flow planning, warehouse technology and cargo IT systems.
What we can do for you with Wisskirchen system:
■ High area productivity through optimal use
of the space
■ High handling productivity
■ Optimal use of capacities with low capital
commitment

Would you like to get to know us in a
personal discussion or do you need more
detailed information about our services?
Find us here:
Cologne Office
Wisskirchen Logistics GmbH
Kriegerstrasse 14, D-51147 Cologne
Tel: +49 (0)2203 / 297 55-0
Fax: +49 (0)2203 / 297 55-20
Email: info@wilog.de
Neu-Isenburg Office
Wisskirchen Logistics GmbH
Schleussnerstrasse 56, D-63263 Neu-Isenburg
Tel: +49 (0)6102 / 882 58 -15
Fax: +49 (0)6102 / 882 58 -11
Email: info@wilog.de
Wisskirchen Management Consulting GmbH
Schleussnerstrasse 56, D-63263 Neu-Isenburg
Tel: +49 (0)6102 / 882 58 -15
Fax: +49 (0)6102 / 882 58 -11
Email: info@wilog.de
Munich Office

Contact

AirLog Solutions GmbH
Frachtgebäude Modul B, 1. OG
D-85356 Munich Airport
Tel: +49 (0)89 / 97 59 33-10
Fax: +49 (0)89 / 97 59 33-12
Email: florian.amann@airlog-solutions.de
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